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Advantages of Vertica In-Database Machine Learning

• Eliminate overhead of data transfer

• Keep data secure with clear provenance

• Store and manage models and data together

• Serve hundreds of concurrent users

• Use highly scalable, high performance 
machine learning functionalities

• Avoid maintenance cost of a separate 
analytical system

• Increase productivity with simple SQL calls 
instead of coding everything

• Prep data faster 
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Complete package for in-database Machine Learning with Vertica
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Vertica machine learning pillars

 Vertica as a platform for high performance ML

- Scalable in-database tools for data exploration and preparation

- Distributed in-database algorithms for model training

- Scalable functions for model evaluation

- Distributed scoring functions

 A flexible system with many integration options

- UDx in 4 languages (C++, Java, R, and Python) to develop customized functions

- Importing PMML models for in-database scoring

- Exporting Vertica native-models to PMML for external scoring

- Importing TensorFlow models for in-database scoring

 Vertica as a model storage and management system
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Machine Learning at Scale 



Considerations for machine learning at scale

The need for speed at 
reasonable cost

Pick (the right) scaling 
architecture

Not easy to move
big data around

Bring models to 
the data

Sub-sampling can 
compromise accuracy

Work with all of 
your data



Scalability
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Vertical Scaling
Add more resources (RAM, CPU, etc.)



Scalability
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Horizontal Scaling
Add more instances

Vertical Scaling
Add more resources (RAM, CPU, etc.)



Machine learning in place
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Common machine learning architecture

Distributed 
Analytics Database

Machine Learning Tools

Ad-Hoc Queries

Dashboard & Applications

Applications

Business applications 
& other data systems
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Machine learning in place
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Common machine learning architecture
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Sampling vs. full data set

21
Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/breaking-the-curse-of-small-

datasets-in-machine-learning-part-1-36f28b0c044d

 Data usually matters more than algorithms for complex problems 

 Small data sets usually lack generalization and are prone to over-fitting

Large data results in better generalization

https://towardsdatascience.com/breaking-the-curse-of-small-datasets-in-machine-learning-part-1-36f28b0c044d


Vertica for 

Data Exploration & Data Preparation



What is data preparation?
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Define the 
problem

Gather data & 
construct data 

set

Analyze and 
transform data

Train and 
evaluate the 

model

Deploy the 
model and 

make 
predictions

Manage and 
update the 

model

Machine Learning process flow



What is data preparation?
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Define the 
problem

Gather data & 
construct data 

set

Analyze and 
transform data

Train and 
evaluate the 

model

Deploy the 
model and 

make 
predictions

Manage and 
update the 

model

Data exploration
De-duplication
Outlier detection
Balancing
Normalization 
Error-correction 
Dimensionality reduction
Feature engineering
…..

Machine Learning process flow



Vertica Data Preparation Functions
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Data exploration and transformation 

• are important preprocessing steps for data analysis

• make it easier to apply machine learning 

• improve the performance and speed of machine learning

• occupy ~ 60% - 80% of a data scientist’s workload

Vertica provides a rich set of functions including average, sum, means, 
standard deviation, etc. which help with feature selection. 
Or, write your own User Defined Extensions (UDX) in R, Python, Java or C++ 

Vertica provides a set of functions including time series, pattern matching, 
outlier detection and normalization, imbalanced data processing, sampling, 
missing value imputation …

Exploration

Transformation



Vertica Data Preparation Functions

 Time Series Prep 

- Gap filling

- Interpolation

- Slicing

- TSA

- Joins …

 Sessionization

 Pattern Matching

 Event Series Joins

 Advanced Aggregation

 Date & Time Algebra

 Window & Partition

 Stats & Math

 Data Type Handling

 Strings

 Sequences

 Approx. Percentile and Approx. Count Distinct

 Geospatial  

- Joins

- Conversions…

 Imbalanced Data Processing

 Sampling

 Outlier Detection

 Normalize

 Missing Value Imputation …
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1000s of functions including:



Example: Netflow Data Set
Spam detection
Anomalous IP subnet detection



Data set
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42.219.150.X

42.219.152.X 42.219.154.X
42.219.156.X 42.219.158.X 

Maciá-Fernández, G., Camacho, J., Magán-Carrión, 
R., García-Teodoro, P., & Therón, R. (2018). UGR 
‘16: A new dataset for the evaluation of 
cyclostationarity-based network IDSs. Computers 
& Security, 73, 411-424.



Data exploration and preparation tasks

 Load data

 Browse data

- Compute statistics

- Ask questions

- Make plots

 Clean data
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Load data
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CREATE TABLE flows

(

flow_end TIMESTAMP,      -- When the flow ends

duration FLOAT,          -- Flow duration (sec)

source_IP VARCHAR(15),   -- Source IP address

dest_IP VARCHAR(15),     -- Destination IP address

source_port INT,         -- Source port

dest_port INT,           -- Destination port (e.g. 80 for web server)

protocol VARCHAR(10),    -- Protocol (e.g. UDP)

flags CHAR(8),           -- Flags for TCP (e.g. SYN/ACK/PUSH..)

forward INT,             -- Was the packet forwarded successfully?

ToS INT,                 -- Priority of the packet (e.g. urgent)

num_packets INT,         -- Number of packets in this flow

num_bytes INT,           -- Number of bytes in this flow

label VARCHAR(25)        -- Is this flow part of an attack

);

COPY flows

FROM '/datasets/ugr/august_week1_csv.tar.gz'

ON ANY NODE GZIP DELIMITER ',' DIRECT;

Loading only data from first week of August



Browse data
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select * from flows order by flow_end limit 5;

flow_end          |dura- |   source_IP    |    dest_IP      |source |dest   |pro- | flags    |for- |ToS   |num_   |num_ |  label

|tion   |                |                 |_port  |_port  |tocol|          |ward |      |packets|bytes|

---------------------+-------+----------------+-----------------+-------+-------+-----+----------+-----+------+-----+------+-----------

2016-08-01 00:10:09 | 0.052 | 42.219.157.8   | 65.247.77.241   | 56097 |   443 | TCP | .AP.S.   |   0 |    0 |   3 |  190 | background

2016-08-01 00:10:09 | 0.052 | 42.219.157.8   | 65.247.77.241   | 56097 |   443 | TCP | .AP.S.   |   0 |    0 |   3 |  190 | background

2016-08-01 00:10:09 | 0.052 | 42.219.157.8   | 65.247.77.242   | 56096 |   443 | TCP | .AP.S.   |   0 |    0 |   3 |  190 | background

2016-08-01 00:10:09 | 0.052 | 42.219.157.8   | 65.247.77.242   | 56096 |   443 | TCP | .AP.S.   |   0 |    0 |   3 |  190 | background

2016-08-01 00:10:09 | 0.256 | 42.219.156.211 | 133.133.140.122 |   443 | 58676 | TCP | .AP.S.   |   0 |    0 |   6 | 5298 | background

create table uniq_flows as select distinct * from flows;

select count(*) from uniq_flows;

count

-----------

854,041,454   total number of flows

collection of TCP flags from all packets in the flow, 

6 bits: U|A|P|R|S|F

Urgent, Acknowledgment, Push, Reset, SYN, FIN



See daily trends of flows count
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select date, time, count(*) 

from (

select 

flow_end::DATE as date, 

TO_CHAR(te, 'HH24') as time 

from uniq_flows) sq 

where date < '2016-08-08' 

group by date,time 

order by date,time;

date       | time |  count

------------+------+---------

2016-08-01 | 00   | 3539428

2016-08-01 | 01   | 4037836

2016-08-01 | 02   | 3875432

2016-08-01 | 03   | 3802341

....

What if we load data for 70 days? 
How can we make a less crowded plot?

Weekend



Get some statistics
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One sample flow:
flow_end         |dura- |   source_IP    |    dest_IP      |source |dest   |pro- | flags    |for- |ToS   |num_   |num_ |  label

|tion   |                |                 |_port  |_port  |tocol|          |ward |      |packets|bytes|

--------------------+-------+----------------+-----------------+-------+-------+-----+----------+-----+------+---+-------+---------

-

2016-08-01 00:10:09|0.256  |42.219.156.211  |133.133.140.122  |443    |58676  |TCP  | .AP.S.   |  0  |   0  |  6|5298   

|background

Not useful, mostly 0
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One sample flow:
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flow_end: end time (when last packet in 

this flow was sent)

select min(flow_end), max(flow_end) from 

uniq_flows;
min         |         max

---------------------+---------------------

2016-08-01 00:10:09 | 2016-08-08 00:11:02

sa,da,sp,dp : source/dest IP/port. 
select count(distinct source_IP) as n_sa, count(distinct 

dest_IP) as n_da, count(distinct source_port) as n_sp, 

count(distinct dest_port) as n_dp from uniq_flows ;

n_sa     |   n_da     | n_sp  | n_dp

-----------+------------+-------+-------

6,627,203 | 67,730,932 | 65536 | 65536

Very unbalanced src vs. dest address spaces



Get some statistics
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One sample flow:
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this flow was sent)

select min(flow_end), max(flow_end) from 

uniq_flows;
min         |         max

---------------------+---------------------

2016-08-01 00:10:09 | 2016-08-08 00:11:02

select summarize_numCol(pkt,byt,td) over() from uniq_flows ;
COLUMN     |   COUNT   |       MEAN       |      STDDEV      | MIN | PERC25 |      MEDIAN      |     PERC75      |    MAX

------------+-----------+------------------+------------------+-----+--------+------------------+-----------------+----------

-

num_bytes  | 854041454 | 17151.0866368431 | 3477371.49747328 |  20 |     84 | 199.850761243733 | 1058.0215532144 | 

4294967228

num_packets| 854041454 | 23.3545258061899 | 2579.01936834615 |   1 |      1 |                2 |               8 |    

2905587

duration   | 854041454 | 4.56924516044508 | 24.8042708048348 |   0 |      0 | 0.27600017236971 |            2.96 |   

2691.891

A lot of short flows

sa,da,sp,dp : source/dest IP/port. 
select count(distinct source_IP) as n_sa, count(distinct 

dest_IP) as n_da, count(distinct source_port) as n_sp, 

count(distinct dest_port) as n_dp from uniq_flows ;

n_sa     |   n_da     | n_sp  | n_dp

-----------+------------+-------+-------

6,627,203 | 67,730,932 | 65536 | 65536

Very unbalanced src vs. dest address spaces



Ask questions about features
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What are the most popular network protocols in our data?
select protocol,count(*) from uniq_flows group by protocol order by count desc 

limit 5;

protocol  |   count

------------+-----------

TCP        | 628008602

UDP        | 215124958

ICMP      |   9817150

GRE   |    692873

ESP        |    294883

As expected, mostly TCP and UDP traffic
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What are the most popular network protocols in our data?
select protocol,count(*) from uniq_flows group by protocol order by count desc 

limit 5;

protocol  |   count

------------+-----------

TCP        | 628008602

UDP        | 215124958

ICMP      |   9817150

GRE   |    692873

ESP        |    294883

As expected, mostly TCP and UDP traffic

What are the most popular network services in our data?
select dest_port,count(*) from uniq_flows group by dest_port order by count 

desc limit 10;

dest_port   |   count

--------------+-----------

80        | 113293589     Web (http)

53        |  90434923     Name resolution (DNS)

443        |  85264864     Web (https)

445        |  73870730     Microsoft network (AD)

25        |  22254168     Email (smtp)

23        |  17176709     File transfer (ftp)

53413        |   7000155     Router

8000        |   6978107     Web (http)

21        |   4470165     File transfer (ftp)

110        |   4356879     Email (pop3)



Explore more
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What are the label distributions?
select label,count(*) from uniq_flows 

group by label order by count desc;

label      |   count

-----------------+-----------

background  | 813514807

anomaly-spam |  27970000

dos             |   5093132

scan44          |   2477203

blacklist       |   2464589

nerisbotnet     |    992575

anomaly-udpscan |    990114

scan11          |    539018

anomaly-sshscan |        16



Explore more
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What are the label distributions?
select label,count(*) from uniq_flows 

group by label order by count desc;

label      |   count

-----------------+-----------

background  | 813514807

anomaly-spam |  27970000

dos             |   5093132

scan44          |   2477203

blacklist       |   2464589

nerisbotnet     |    992575

anomaly-udpscan |    990114

scan11          |    539018

anomaly-sshscan |        16

Among flows of SMTP service, how labels are distributed?
select label,count(*) from uniq_flows where source_port=25 or dest_port=25 group by label order by 

count desc;

label     |  count

--------------+----------

anomaly-spam | 27970000

background   | 14996320

blacklist    |   223229

nerisbotnet  |   194678

scan44       |     2471

scan11       |      541

Can we build a model to predict if an SMTP flow is spam or not?



Explore more
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What are the label distributions?
select label,count(*) from uniq_flows 

group by label order by count desc;

label      |   count

-----------------+-----------

background  | 813514807

anomaly-spam |  27970000

dos             |   5093132

scan44          |   2477203

blacklist       |   2464589

nerisbotnet     |    992575

anomaly-udpscan |    990114

scan11          |    539018

anomaly-sshscan |        16

Verify the destination port of flows 

that were labeled as spam 

(expect port 25 for SMTP service)
select dest_port,count(*) from uniq_flows where 

label='anomaly-spam‘ group by dest_port order by count 

desc limit 4;

dest_port   |  count

-------+----------

25 | 13975658

46759 |      596

58241 |      578

41664 |      575

Among flows of SMTP service, how labels are distributed?
select label,count(*) from uniq_flows where source_port=25 or dest_port=25 group by label order by 

count desc;

label     |  count

--------------+----------

anomaly-spam | 27970000

background   | 14996320

blacklist    |   223229

nerisbotnet  |   194678

scan44       |     2471

scan11       |      541

Can we build a model to predict if an SMTP flow is spam or not?

Need some clean up here



Plotting daily trends – Aggregate
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create view map_view as

select date, mapaggregate(time, count::VARCHAR) 

OVER(PARTITION BY date) as __RAW__

from (

select date, time, (count(*)/1e+6) as count

from (

select 

flow_end::DATE as date,

'T' || TO_CHAR(flow_end, 'HH24') as time 

from uniq_flows

) sq1 

group by date,time

) sq2;

\set FMT '::NUMERIC(3,1)'

create table flows_count as

select 

TO_CHAR(date, 'MM-DD Dy') as date, 

T00:FMT, T01:FMT, T02:FMT, T03:FMT, T04:FMT, T05:FMT, 

T06:FMT, T07:FMT, T08:FMT, T09:FMT, T10:FMT, T11:FMT, 

T12:FMT, T13:FMT, T14:FMT, T15:FMT, T16:FMT, T17:FMT, 

T18:FMT, T19:FMT, T20:FMT, T21:FMT, T22:FMT, T23:FMT

from map_view order by date;

date       | time |  count

------------+------+---------

2016-08-01 | 00   | 3539428

2016-08-01 | 01   | 4037836

2016-08-01 | 02   | 3875432

2016-08-01 | 03   | 3802341

....

date   | T00 | T01 | T02 | T03 | T04 | ...

---------+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----

08-01 2 | 3.5 | 4.0 | 3.9 | 3.8 | 4.8 | ...

08-02 3 | 5.0 | 4.6 | 4.3 | 4.3 | 4.5 | ...

08-03 4 | 4.6 | 4.3 | 4.3 | 4.2 | 4.2 | ...

08-04 5 | 4.9 | 4.6 | 4.1 | 3.9 | 4.1 | ...

08-05 6 | 4.4 | 4.3 | 4.5 | 4.2 | 4.0 | ...

08-06 7 | 4.6 | 4.4 | 4.0 | 3.9 | 4.2 | ...

08-07 1 | 6.6 | 6.8 | 6.4 | 6.7 | 6.9 | ...

flow_end          |duration| source_IP  | ...

--------------------+-------+------------+-----

2016-08-01 00:10:09|0.256|42.219.156.211| ...

flows_count

uniq_flows



Plotting daily trends – Squeeze 24 hours into 1 point
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select pca('pca_model','flows_count','*' using parameters exclude_columns='date');

select get_model_attribute(using parameters model_name='pca_model',attr_name='singular_values');

index |        value         |  explained_variance  | accumulated_explained_variance

-------+----------------------+----------------------+--------------------------------

1 |     3.06903398881182 |    0.739440939198139 |              0.739440939198139

2 |     1.43888266736756 |    0.162536482800566 |              0.901977421998705

3 |    0.813504920146988 |   0.0519541762311083 |              0.953931598229813

4 |    0.543340084802524 |    0.023176272456368 |              0.977107870686181

5 |    0.410532143081109 |   0.0132310535771069 |              0.990338924263288

...

create table flows_count_trans as 

select apply_pca(* using parameters model_name='pca_model', exclude_columns='date', 

key_columns='date', num_components=2) from flows_count;

select * from flows_count_trans order by date;

date   |       col1        |        col2

---------+-------------------+--------------------

08-01 2 | -1.95354019171726 |  0.186576240195098

08-02 3 | -1.62549479228391 | -0.850629550352742

08-03 4 | -1.65522029822632 | -0.816984048462396

08-04 5 | -1.37469802667396 | -0.245637712290474

08-05 6 | -1.31011947600775 | -0.195283507976122

08-06 7 |  1.47423497023889 |   3.08830387660195

08-07 1 |  6.44483781467031 |  -1.16634529771532

(7 rows)

 Retain 90% variance     
with 2 components

 Transformed data, 
each day of data is now 
represented with 2 
coordinates.
Ready to plot



Plotting daily trends
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By preparing the data differently, the differences between 
weekday and Saturday and Sunday net traffic are made clear



Importing/Exporting PMML 
models To/From Vertica



Current Common Practice
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Putting machine learning models into production

Data Science 
Environment

Production 
Environment

Transfer 
Training Data

ML Models 
in Containers

Local FS HDFS

A trained ML model and its 
running environment are 
packaged in a container

Business 
Layer

Scikit RSpark

Database

Pool of 
Containers

New Data



Why transfer your model?

 No single ML platform provides everything

 Different ML tools; e.g., R, Python-scikit, Vertica-ML, Spark-ML, might be used 
in the same company

 It might be preferred to have training and scoring in different places

- Isolation between data science team and production environment

- Scoring by pre-trained models on edge nodes

49



Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML)

 An XML-based model exchange format

 Standard ways to define statistical and data mining models

 Sharing models between PMML compliant applications

 Over 30 organizations having announced products supporting PMML

50

PMML producer
(training model)

PMML consumer
(scoring by model)

<?xml>
PMML
model



Model Management

 Models are first-class citizens of Vertica database

 Each model is associated with a DB-Schema

 The initial owner of a model is the DB user who 
created it

 The same commands as table for granting access 
to a model, changing its owner, changing its 
name, or dropping it

 There are functions for exploring the contents of 
models

 Meta-data of models in the models table for 
model management and governance

 Importing/exporting models

52

Attribute name Example value

model_name RF_Diamond_model

schema_name public

owner_name arash_fard

category VERTICA_MODELS

model_type RF_REGRESSOR

create_time 2019-04-04 05:28:54.712424-04

size 4311527

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3

Schema

Tables

Models

Schema

Tables

Models

Schema

Tables

Models

Network



Example
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Workflow of the example for export

train_data Train a logistic 
regression model

Exploring the summary and 
attributes of the model

Exporting the 
model as PMML

External 
PMML 
Model

In-DB 
Vertica
Model
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Workflow of the example for export

train_data Train a logistic 
regression model

Exploring the summary and 
attributes of the model

Exporting the 
model as PMML

External 
PMML 
Model

Workflow of the example for import

test_dataApply the model for 
in-DB scoring

Exploring the summary and 
attributes of the model

Importing a 
PMML model

Externa
l PMML 
Model

In-DB 
Vertica
Model

In-DB 
PMML 
Model

Prediction 
Results
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Using a Python Jupyter Notebook

Vertica_Python package: 
https://github.com/vertica/vertica-python

https://github.com/vertica/vertica-python


Exporting model
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Output 
model

Input 
relation

Response 
column

Predictor 
columns
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The path where 
the model will 
be exported to

The model to 
be exported

The category of the 
exported model



Importing model
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The path where 
the model will be 
imported from

The category of the 
imported model
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In-database scoring in a distributed fashion
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Node 3

Data 
Segment

predict_pmml

predict_pmml

predict_pmml

Node 2

Data 
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Takeaways

 Vertica is a powerful analytical platform for Machine Learning at scale for 

- data preparation

- model training

- prediction

- deployment

 New in v10.0 - importing/exporting PMML models 
(initially, kmeans, linear regression, and logistic regression)

 Vertica ML models can be exported in PMML format for scoring on other platforms

 PMML models produced by other ML tools can be imported and used for scalable in-db scoring

 Critical model management tools are provided in Vertica, and there are many more on the road 
map

 Many ML algorithms and functions are already part of the in-db library and more on their way
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Q&A




